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Stylish

ALL WOULD AGREE THAT ANY STYLE MAVEN WORTH HER SALT SHOULD HEAD 
straight to the fashion mecca that is Milan. But it is only a week in Milan 
later that I feel the same way of all food aficionados, art buffs, opera lovers 
and history enthusiasts.
 Milano, as the Italians lovingly call it, always conjured an image of streets 
filled with the Milanesi donning garbs that set the sartorial bars all over the 
globe. And yes, the fashion certainly did not disappoint. What few people 
know, myself included until very recently, is that this bastion of fashion is also 
Italy’s commercial centre, making it one of the country’s richest cities.
 My husband and I set foot into Milan expecting to partake in its 
legendary shopping experience and a few days later moving on to the famous 
Italian lake district that fringes Milan. After all, how much shopping could 
we indulge in? 
 However, as we dropped off our bags at the swanky Sheraton Diana 
Majestic, our abode for the week and started to explore the city, I quickly 
learnt that the city had a millennium long history. And it showed. Unending 
rows of quaint, ancient homes with gigantic, intricately carved wooden 
doors, reminiscent of a glorious past lent it an aura of mystique.
 Walking on the streets and marvelling at the architecture, I suddenly 
heard a ‘clunk’ behind me and realised that there was no better way to 
go back into time than on a piece of history itself — the vintage Milanese 
trams. So there I was, five minutes later, sitting on a wooden bench under 
a hanging lamp in an orange tram dating back to the 1920s, crisscrossing 
through Milan’s very heart, like a surreal journey back in time. 
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the red velvet, silk, draperies with gold trimmings, gilded 
stucco to the fabled Bohemian crystal chandelier with 365 
lamps made me feel like nobility from an era bygone. Watching 
the Shakespearian tale of the greatest lovers of all times 
along with 2,000 other spellbound spectators, unfold on the 
same stage that had hosted performers like Giuseppe Verdi, 
Puccini, Rossini and Vincenzo Bellini was an experience that 
cannot be forgotten easily.
 I invariably found myself making my way to the Duomo 
almost every other day, strolling around the piazza and 
sampling the different f lavours of gelato. One of these strolls 
landed me at the city’s other landmark, the Sforzesco castle, 
better known as Castello Sforzesco. Built in the 15th century 
by Francesco Sforza, Duke of Milan, this majestic renaissance 
castle, now housing many museums, is an absolute treasure-
trove of Italian art. As luck would have it, all other eight 
people who had booked themselves into the same group tour 
as us did not show up and we enjoyed a one-hour private 
tour of the castle, taking in its gigantic towers, sprawling 
courtyards and ingenious tunnels. 

STREETS OF STYLE
In a city where fashion is religion, by day four I was craving 
to carve my own slice of the shopping haven that is Milan. 
I was very curious to discover the famed golden rectangle, 
which I later realised referred to the four magical streets of 
Via Montenapoleone, Via della Spiga, Via Manzoni and Via 
Sant’Andrea where all haute couture dreams come true. Via 

WALLS THAT INSPIRE
We finally caught our breath as we reached the heart of the 
city, Piazza del Duomo, only to lose it all over again as we 
gaped at its soul, the magnificent Duomo. The Duomo, the 
world’s largest gothic cathedral, complete with 3,200 statues 
and 135 spires took over five centuries to build. Legend has it 
that the crucifix contains a nail from the cross of Christ. On 
the advice of a fellow tourist, we parted with four Euros and 
took the elevator up to the roof of the Duomo for spectacular 
views of Milan and the distant alps that will forever remain 
etched in our memories. 
 Unable to take our eyes off the Duomo, we found ourselves 
stumbling into the big glass façade of what is nicknamed as 
Milan’s living room, the glorious Galleria Vittorio Emanuele 
II. The world’s oldest and undoubtedly finest shopping mall 
was built in 1867 by King Vittorio Emanuele II and ever since 
has become an architectural landmark in Italy. This glass-
roofed and mosaic paved arcade houses boutiques, bars, shops 
and restaurants. However it is the setting that sets everything 
a class apart. 
 The emblems on the mosaic f loor represent the cities of 
Milan, Rome, Florence and Turin. Since I was already anxious 
to return to Milan, I could not help myself from partaking in 
an old tradition — placing my heel on the emblem of Turin 
(the bull) and rotating it clockwise!
 King Umberto the First, Edward VII of England, musicians 
Giuseppe Verdi, Toscanini and Puccini as well as industrialists 
Edison and Pirelli have one thing in common me– we all love 
the espressos at café Zucca founded by Gaspare Campari, 
the founder of the Campari company. So two espressos at 
Zucca and one hour of people watching later, my eyes started 
scanning the mall for the legendary Prada store, the first ever 
to be opened by Mario Prada in 1913. I promptly found the 
store, stepped onto its iconic black and white checkered floor 
and struck Prada off my Milan bucket list.
 Not too far from Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II lies the 
temple of the opera and ballet, La Scala. The genius in me had 
booked tickets to see the sold-out ballet ‘Romeo and Juliet’ two 
months earlier from Singapore. After all, even the thought of 
travelling all the way to Milan and not seeing the most famous 
opera house in the world was scary. Teatro alla Scala threw 
open its doors in 1778 and ever since has been enthralling 
people with both its performances and its plush interiors. 
 So one chilly summer evening, we showed up at the 
famed opera house with our tickets, waiting our turn to be 
enthralled. And we were. Its exuberant interiors, right from 
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food comes 
a very close second.

Point to be noted:
in a city where fashion is religion,

Montenapoleone is the street where the world’s glitterati 
heads to stock up on their beloved Italian designers. For a 
lesser mortal like me, never ending rows of stunning fashion 
outlets and windows to match, most of them f lagship stores, 
sporting the biggest names in global fashion like Armani, 
Versace, Valentino, Yves Saint Laurent, Ferragamo and 
Roberto Cavalli was a little too overwhelming — my hands 
would not stop shaking. Call me crazy, but I thought the air 
smelt a little different too; perhaps a tad sweeter. 
 A must-visit on my list was the jewel on the crown that 
is Armani — the Armani megastore on via Manzoni housing 
everything from Armani Casa for home wares to Armani 
Dolci for ‘A’ monogrammed chocolates. However, after 
scouring through many, many f loors, even a die-hard tourist 
like me gave up before making it to the top, home to Hotel 
Armani. 

ADMIRABLE ART
Moving on to the art scene in Milan, it is almost second to 
none. Having said that, I am not a big art buff. But I am also 
not one to miss out on an art gallery started by Napoleon. 
The Brera art gallery, better know as the Pinacoteca di Brera 
is where I got my crash course on Italian Masters. 
 I had done a little bit of reading up on one of Italy’s finest 
art collections and was ready for a line-up of artists nothing 
short of stellar - Raphael, Leonardo Da Vinci, Bellini, 
Rembrandt, Goya, Caravaggio, Rubens, Raffaello, Van Dyck 
and Andrea Mantegna. The line-up did not disappoint and 
neither did the art displayed in its 40 rooms. Veronese’s 

version of The Last Supper, complete with dogs and cats, 
was particularly interesting.
 Art buff or not, any painting that has survived bombing 
during world war 2, target practice by French troops, cooking 
by monks in the same room and continues to be the most 
famous painting in the world certainly merits a visit and I was 
not about to skip. My next stop was the church of Santa Maria 
delle Grazie, home Leonardo da Vinci’s ‘The Last Supper’. 
 I was awe-struck by the fact that how a painting depicting 
a scene which captures a moment as anxious as the one where 
Christ told his Apostles that one of them would betray him 
could be so infectiously serene and harmonious. To me, the 
12 years of arduous restoration and its UNESCO protected 
status added to its aura, making it even more beautiful.
 Amongst its many treasures is the unfinished Pieta 
Rondanini by Michelangelo, heralded as his last work as well 
as paintings by Titian and Bellini. However, my greatest 
regret is not having made it in time before it shut for the 
day to the “Sala delle Asse”, the room housing the recently 
discovered mural of mulberry trees by Leonardo da Vinci, 
buried under seven layers of white paint.
 I must sheepishly admit that in spite of all the shopping 
and sightseeing, my most awaited time of the day would 
undoubtedly be an old Milanese tradition, aperitivo hour, 
where for those few hours between six and nine in the evening, 
an aperitivo or a pre-dinner drink gets you a free buffet. And 
although you could catch aperitivo hour almost anywhere in 
Milan, we found ourselves at the gorgeous garden bar at the 
Diana Majestic religiously every evening, jostling past size-

zero models to pay our due respects — my husband 
to the drinks and myself to the scrumptious spread 
of cheeses, olives, bruschettas, focaccias mini pizzas, 
pastas and assorted cold cuts.

DESIGNER DISHES
Point to be noted: in a city where fashion is religion, 
food comes a very close second. This brings me to 
my second point — how the residents of a city that 
dishes out such scrumptious fare maintain figures 
to go with their Prada dresses and Armani suits is 
a mystery. 

I found the food in Milan to be as creative as 
its fashion — a mix of traditional Milanese and 
regional Italian cuisines, with a generous sprinkling 
of foreign restaurants. A classic dish that should not 
be missed is the famous Risotto alla Milanese that 
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incorporates one of the most expensive spices in the world, saffron, into a risotto. 
Another dish that I relished on several occasions was the Cotoletta alla Milanese: 
a crispy veal cutlet fried in butter. The ossobuco, a slice of veal shank cooked in 
butter and a little stock invariably found its way to our dinner table. Delicious! 
Delicious! Delicious! 
 And even though it was summer time, I was able to lay my hands on some 
Panettone, dome-shaped Christmas cake with dried candied fruits that originated 
in Milan and was popular with the Italian nobility. 
 In a city where style is the operative word, I decided that nothing less than a 
Michelin starred restaurant on our first night was in order. So after much research, 
we narrowed it down to two Michelin-starred Ristorante Cracco, named in the 
list of the best 50 restaurants in the world. 
 Just a short walk from the Duomo, this restaurant screamed power from 
the minute we walked in and although we were fairly well dressed (or at least 
by my standards we were), everyone inside seemed to be an impeccably turned 
out politician or actor. The risotto I started my meal with, needless to say, was 
excellent. My turbot fish finished with chocolate shavings and my husband 
exquisitely prepared pigeon were proof of chef Carlo Cracco’s magic. And by now 
I can perfectly gauge how classy a restaurant is when Evian is at no extra charge 
and about a dozen rounds of amuse bouches and pre-desserts that follow are the 
compliments of the chef.
 Another confession — although I am a girl who loves her fashion, my favourite 
store in Milan was Peck, a delicatessen (there, I said it). Opened by Francesco 
Peck, a ham-seller from Prague in 1883, peck is certainly worth more than a 
peek. Even a tea totteler like me was thrown over by the 60,000 bottles of wines 
adorning its vast wine cellar. Wheels of cheese were cascading down and the 
salumeria was bursting with the most extensive selection of cured meats I had 
ever seen. And rare white truff les worth a king’s ransom, retailing at over $5,000 
a pound were there for the taking. Three f loors of this culinary haven had me 
stocking up on the most delectable of souvenirs like burrata-stuffed ravioli, local 
virgin olive oils, caviar as well as conserves and preserves of the highest quality. 
I then picked myself a beautifully packed caprese salad and trotted of the nearby 
Parco Sempione to eat alfresco in the warm sun. Bliss! 
 And now for a little secret towards the end — Milan is a city where you can 
have your fashion and eat it too! Whether it be classic Italian pasta at Emporio 
Armani Caffe, ‘G’ monogrammed chocolates and desserts on the terrace of the 
Gucci cafe in Galleria Vittorio Emanuele, a cup of espresso at the café at the Just 
Cavalli store or a late night drink accompanied by a last minute jig at the Armani’s 
Privé nightclub. I was quick to realize that I could not afford Dolce and Gabbana 
gold but in Milan, I could certainly afford to eat at their new restaurant by the 
same name. The experience — equally gratifying!
 All the Gucci and gold aside, for now I have my hopes pinned on the bull of 
Turin and that it comes through for me, for I cannot wait to return to the city with 
style — magnifico Milano! WD
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